Ask Catherine

Oct 4th, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

UPDATES
DOS Attack APOLOGIES…

Denial of Service Attacks - Long Affadavit

Cash + Coin - creating an option to do Europe as well

Solari Connect - Big Welcome to Siu Ling

**Cash and Precious Metals**

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,
I've been watching your videos and reading your writings. I want to participate in "shunning" and hitting "the red button". I want to stop paying taxes, to stop funding govt corruption and the building of my own prison. How do I do it?

I've come up with this plan so far, but will it work?
During tax season of next year, I will calculate what I owe in Federal taxes. Let's say it's $15,000. Then I will file those taxes, not include any checks/monies, and include a letter which says, "Under Common Law Right of Offset, please deduct the $15,000 I owe in Federal taxes from the $65,000 you owe me from $21 trillion of missing money. According to the Department of Justice (DOJ), Civil Resource Manual Section 204. OFFSET, it says that: 'Offset is the general right of one party to recover a debt owed by another through a deduction from monies owed by the first party to the second.'

Please see:
https://missingmoney.solari.com/missing-money-2021-update/
https://www.justice.gov/jm/civil-resource-manual-204-offset#:~:text=Offset%20is%20the%20general%20right,first%20party%20to%20the%20second."

I suppose this works for Federal taxes only?
What can I do to avoid paying state (California) tax?

We've been brainwashed to believe that if we don't pay taxes, the US government will either imprison us or charge us interest/fines.

Will I get push back from the Federal Govt? How will I avoid getting imprisoned or charged fines/interest?
Missing Money 2021 update now says there is 94.7 trillion missing. If we estimate there are 323 million Americans, then that would amount to approximately: $293,000/per American. Is this the new number we can quote in our deductions?

I want to participate in "shunning". Do you have practical methods/resources/publications on how to execute "shunning"?

Thank you for your publications and work! It's great information!

L L

CAF Notes & Links:

As a matter of disclosure, I am about to pay my 2020 taxes for Fitts and just paid estimated taxes for 2021
Would not recommend acting against government by yourself Requires Organization
Act against banks and corporate contractors, not gov if possible
Read Taxation Piece first
Attorney, group
Shunning is easy:
Media who has been lying
Banks responsible for the financial crisis
Food and pharma poisoning
People who work for them
Seek out people and companies you or those you trust believe to have integrity
Learning journey

Question:
Hi Catherine,
I have been following you for a number of years and have finally become a subscriber! I have been playing catch up on the wealth of information. You are one of a handful of people that I subscribe too, but follow (or try with limited time) to follow. Could you recommend someone that can provide sound economic investment advice (or do you do this?). I don't have a huge retirement. My husband has the bulk of one for us, but I am increasingly uncomfortable with the current state of the US and the way corporations are run. I think we need some sound investment advice.

I am not sure what this type of planning costs or what is involved. We have a senior starting college and it has me delving into all things financial.

Thank you and God Bless you for ALL that you do!

M W

CAF Notes & Links:

Don’t do consultations - IA now does a screen  
Can. Not give investment advice  
Strongly recommend you listen to this and last three Equity Overview, explore the links.  
DIY is possible and find a few people that make sense.  
No law, no options  
No financial solution for lawlessness

Question:

Hi Catherine

I watched a video interview of Professor Werner's on Youtube in which he was asked about the EUSSR. Would it be possible for you and John Titus to discuss the parallels between the window dressing adorning the Federal Reserve and the disguise that the EU wears to face the world? For instance, even though the government of the EU masquerades as a democratic institution, the sessions of the European parliament are closed: there is no transparency in the deliberations of the said legislative branch of the EU. Why? Professor Werner paused before he answered the question. Then he said something astonishing. As a deliberative body it has no function. It is window dressing. The only reason the members keep the secret is because they are paid so well. I discern a pattern here. The people who designed the Federal Reserve go to great lengths to promote the illusion of a public institution even though it is a private bank. The legislative decisions of the EU are made by a Politburo-like body called the European Commission. So the fiscal and monetary policies of the EU are determined along the lines of a centrally controlled totalitarian structure of governance. What is more. The head of the European Central Bank is a convicted felon with a control file. This sounds like fertile ground for a discussion of why the United States has now at this moment with the advent of Blackrock at the Federal Reserve a similar totalitarian,
centrally-controlled political and economic structure in a country that has a constitution that guarantees democratic elections but election outcomes that are determined by central bankers who form a global network which includes all the central banks in the world but three: those would be Iran, North Korea, and Cuba. Is this what is termed the New World Order? The revolution has already happened, but those who try to stay ahead of the curve somehow missed it !!!

That was one helluva interview you had with Oval Media. Keep up the good work.

BH

CAF Notes & Links:

FASAB 56 Interview with Dr. Mark SKidmore
Centralization
Tainted source, by John Laughland
Risk management issues combined with massive secrecy.

Comment:
Catherine

I just belatedly saw your interview with Del Bigtree this morning wherein you described the Solari's currency calculator and just dealing directly in pre-65 junk silver YES! That is the alternative that avoids any local bank altogether. Or the need for central vaulting, potential of a huge heist or embezzlement. I was thinking that that is the preferable direct approach rather than screwing around with post 65 modern coinage marked up and only going to the banker when you want to make withdrawals in "real money". One "downside" to such a system is that ones participation is limited by how much gold for larger purchases, or silver for smaller, that members have to transact. But the alternative i suggested can't do anything about that either since you have to have on deposit in junk silver what you want to spend in trade.

So the only added feature necessary might be the public works ownership interest in coop shares (created by FR notes contributed) for any big ticket joint ownership projects needed to be self-sufficient/food rich, energy rich to be off grid during any power outages. I'll think more about that and maybe just drawing up a simple coop membership shares document to help facilitate.

CAF Notes & Links:

Yes, currency and equity go together
Look at all links under Unpacking Your local financial ecosystem - lots of materials on local venture capital and equity
Biden proposal to cancel use of retirement accounts in private equity
Question:
Hi Catherine
What is your thought on keeping silver rounds in a bank safe deposit box. Currently I have rounds tucked away where I can easily access them and the rest in the bank box. M S

CAF Notes & Links:

Pros and Cons
33
FBI Seizure - BH boxes
Vs The Plumber
Listen to Hidden Safes
Das Safe Other Custodian

Question:
Question for Ask C:

We see, right now, so much more dysfunction—esp. in business. Ports stacking up ships for weeks due to not enough laborers, trucks not running to get goods to market, and many many other examples. In your expansive world view - does Mr. G want us to really discombust now? Total breakdown grind to a halt sort-of-thing, at this time?

OR

Are they counting on more fleecing of our pockets for a while longer.

OR

Some other scenario?

Thanks

CAF Notes & Links:
No way to tell. Part implosion, part rigging.
Does not matter for our purposes. MULTIPLE reasons to increase resiliency at family
and local level. Russia, countries all over the world, Ford doing it, we need to do it.
See call from Transportation workers groups - clearly rigging

**Question:**
Dear Catherine,

As you can see my political club is trying to advance the Cash Friday idea. Below is
our 2 sided business card, which includes a QR code that leads to a video where you
are being interviewed.
You can see further below that I recently wrote Justin Haskins at the Heartland
Institute. He is an important figure because he regularly goes on radio with Glen Beck
and has his ear.
He rebutted the idea of Cash Friday by writing back and saying:

"**Holding cash won't help, unfortunately, because the Fed/Government can
effectively make the cash worthless (or worth less) by mandate. In other words,
there's nothing to stop them from saying all cash is going to be worth 25% less in
one month unless you turn them in now to exchange them for digital dollars. If
cash remains, they can move it to 50% or 75% or 100%. Eventually, people will
have to turn their cash in or else lose its value.**"

What is the best way to rebut this comment? I need to make sure that I get this right.
A lot of people are counting on me. I have also been asked to write an oped for the
local newspaper. So, please write out what you would say in response. Thank you for
your reply. R P

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Not so. ADD EMAIL HERE

**Question:**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVWHq-vi558](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVWHq-vi558)

I am going to take the claim of the Fed's ownership of assets equalling 34% of GDP as
true for the purpose of my question.

I remember, as a young real estate broker, going to a presentation by a local developer
of questionable character but significant achievement. This was in the late 80's and at
the time, the developer was probably liable for $150 MM of real estate debt of one type
or another. Someone in the crowd asked him if it made him nervous to have that much debt. His answer was one I will always remember. He said, "if you owe the bank $10,000, when they call your loan, the question is "What are you going to do about this debt? When the bank calls me, the question is, what are WE going to do about this debt?"

At what point does the unthinkable become thinkable? The Fed and the other central banks are far and away the largest creditors in the world? At what point does the US (whether through elected officials or otherwise) say "What are WE going to do with this debt?"

I remember the Obama administration standing bankruptcy laws and creditor protection on its head when the unsecured claims of unions and others were elevated above the bondholders of General Motors. My question is: Has anyone ever seriously examined the idea of what a sovereign bankruptcy would look like?

I really enjoy my Solari membership. I don't always like the conclusions I am forced to by facts, but it's better than flying blind. Keep up the good work.

N C

CAF Notes & Links:

Why declare bankruptcy when you can simply create the money to pay unless the central bankers want to collapse or break up the government with essentially a debt for equity swap - and buy all assets for cheap.

Question:
Hi Catherine,

While I applaud you for advising silver and gold, my brother who works as a consultant in Canberra keeps advising my family to take up Interactive Brokers. He is not injected but judging by his allegiance to the narrative might well be so, soon. How sound is his advice in light of the Going Direct Reset? Or will the Interactive Brokers be a way to take our savings hostage? Thank you for your thoughts on this in advance.

Kind regards,
CL

CAF Notes & Links:

Question is whether or not securities market makes sense. Equity Overview last three, this coming one. I have lost faith in most of the bond market
Need stock markets - both global and local - I think good chance it will turtle through, unlikely without significant volatility. Big question - which companies and which stocks do you want to support.

**Comment:**

Catherine: You responded to my legal tender law concerns about local currencies that I should submit a solution to you and John (and the group) for consideration and refinement. My simple solution is probably full of holes among untrustworthy people, who are not our membership, but those trying to infiltrate and ruin a good thing. Anyway, since John was thinking about a 5-part series involving this subject, maybe it will spur his bigger brain for solutions (please forward, if you think it's at least worth considering). Or use your bigger brain before forwarding! peace- s

ps: It's ok with me if you do NOT release this to the larger group yet on ASK CATHERINE until it is significantly improved.

**Features of Local Community Currency whether for 10 families or 100 (or more)**

Cannot “issue” public works paper, or any counterfeit monopoly money, without upsetting legal tender laws.

So if large works project needed for co-located groups, must be done without issuance of notes of any bondage (so special assessments required, in junk silver payment to the central banker/ledger).

On the banker issuance side of things issue modern demarcated US coins, but with a multiplier tied to pre-64 silver coin to base it. (see below for today’s current rates of exchange between the two)

Mark the coins somehow, whether through nail polish or ultraviolet detection. Must be detectable to the central banker who issues it and demarcates it. Suggest etching above year that falls short of “defacing”, and wears better than epoxy, etc.
Require budgets of estimated goods and service between members for available goods and services expected to be used and amounts of junk silver to be deposited at the community banker’s vault, so the banker knows how much coinage each person must submit and then be issued in equal amount to their junk silver in agreed upon CURRENT market exchange rates, also deposited with the banker (and thus how many of the customers MODERN coins to etch for usage based on their junk account deposited). The customers’ etched coins are returned to them and they are instructed to KEEP THESE SEPARATE from any other coin purse so no commingling occurs. Accidental or otherwise.

Pay ins required for all goods and services expected to be traded at established values, rates of exchange, while at the same time barter is encouraged of thing for thing and service for service whenever equivalent in the traders’ minds.

Larger IOU promissory notes from payor to payee, both members, redeemable in pre-64 junk silver allowed (when the coin exchange rate requires too much modern physical coinage). But such transactions can only be satisfied if the signer of the note holds adequate junk silver on deposit or can supplement it to cover the payment of the note.

Ledger account by treasurer on a day-to day basis for entire system movement of total currency (total transparency), available online to ALL members.

FR notes for goods and services needed outside the system permitted by all but not encouraged, to be minimized if “off the grid” is ever to be achieved, in an Amish like manner.

No social media discussion of community acts allowed and undertaken- only word of mouth proselytizing to trusted newcomers/recruits with needed skills to the community.

Public works example: Where local community needs ID’d, then special assessments to all WILLING members, for a 3-acre orchard/growing field, and agreement how it will be cultivated and distributed in fresh foods and preserves well noticed and advertised. Community fruits and vegetables and food security could be jointly owned and enabled if individual stores for sale within nearby CSAs or community members farming for sale to the group, located in rural areas inadequate.

Must be flexible, universal in the US, 30, 50, or 100 or more members, geo-distant or co-located.

Original buy-in establishes premium ownership, both in coin and pre-64 junk coin standard back-up, in percentage shares cooperative bank ownership, of the enterprise. New trusted entrants encouraged but must pay successive premium profit if any exists.
Penalties for flooding/counterfeit proven: membership expulsion, deposit forfeiture.

Dispute resolutions. Trust imperative. Disclosure of the accumulation of marked coins, such as services rendered to whom, before payment by the banker out in junk silver? Hmmm. Violates privacy and the assumption of trust. For all large transactions and IOU notes, it seems imperative that the payor verify her signature to the payee for whatever service, if private then private, but that the debt is legitimate.

9/27/21 Exchange Rates: template for how this “silver backed” system might function according to daily changes when demarcated coins are returned for junk deposits made/earned:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>90% silver/“junk” pre-65</th>
<th>face value</th>
<th>FRN</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>20916</td>
<td>20.916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10455</td>
<td>20.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2092</td>
<td>20.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>modern coinage equivalents (of specially demarcated coins within community system)</th>
<th>multiplier</th>
<th>junk value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>penny</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>$0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nickel</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dime</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quarter</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>half dollar</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dollar</td>
<td></td>
<td>$20.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
banker holds everyone’s junk silver and issues demarcated coins, convertible back and forth anytime.

IOUs (promissory notes) payable to members also redeemable in junk silver for large amounts.

Banker keeps excel ledger for all deposits and withdrawals and checks coins, verifies transactions

Excel ledger available to all online and updated for transactions over some amount

Working on taxation now, will return to local currency and equity afterwards.

Question:
Dear Catherine:

Each week I wait for your Money and Markets report, which feeds me like cool, fresh water from a mountain stream.

A few weeks ago you mentioned that J.P. Morgan had paid billions in fines to the federal government for felonies they committed. I'm wondering, do you know where the money from these fines go? What does the federal government do with the money?

Thank you so much for all you do: You add understanding, hope, and happiness to my life.
Sincerely,
M
Professor of Physics (Retired)
Excellent question. US Treasury - appropriations for agency. Asset Forfeiture Fund - rumours. Warrents some research. If anyone has the time to do it.

Comment:
US Congress Quietly Sneaks In Crypto-Bill Amendment Authorizing Central Bank Digital Curre

CAF Notes & Links:
18 + bills so far - discuss in M&M this week

Comment:
Hi Catherine -
Not sure what is up with this (?) but sending your way as I ran across it yesterday. I thought it might be of interest in your intelligence gathering.

CAF Notes & Links:
Astonishing PR - “We are here to help you” Take a tiny % of profits you stole from them
$65,000 per person missing from US government
Dear Catherine,

I was recently staying at a hotel in Germany and I was paying EUR 50 per night in cash. I wanted to extend my stay and I went to TripAdvisor to read up on the hotel and to find out about alternative accommodations in the area. I saw on the TripAdvisor page that through Agoda the rate for the hotel I was at was EUR 42 per night. I told the hotel manager that I would like to extend my stay and that Agoda was offering the room for EUR 42 but he insisted that he would not go below EUR 50.

Here I was willing to pay him EUR 42 in cash but he preferred that I book through Agoda. I presume that the credit card would take their commission and so would Agoda so in the end the hotel would wind up getting much less than what was offering to pay him in cash on the spot. It didn't make sense to me. I began to suspect that maybe there was something more at play here than simply a truculent hotel manager. Does this have something to do with the way the platform economy works? Could it be that these platforms offer the merchants the full price and that they take a loss on the transactions but in turn this loss is made up for by what the platforms make on the the sale of my private data? Or is there some other explanation for this seemingly anomalous situation?

CAF Notes & Links:

Could be simple transactional contracts. Was hotel manager an employee or owner. Sounds like an employee.

Don’t know what the kickback schemes are- but they are significant.

Hi Catherine

Thank you for the wonderful work you do, I certainly appreciate it.

I am interested in John and your take on the potential fall out that is happening in China and how that could impact the US & Australia etc.

If we follow history, there is a huge market collapse then war.

Although it is clear that the "global elite" are driving the de-population agenda very hard, I am interested how all of this ties together, and their potential next moves.
Stay safe and strong,

Kind regards
JM

So China’s tech giants have lost over $800 Billion. Compared to Evergrande with a $300 billion problem. The below pic is out of date. Alibaba has lost 50% of its valuation as of today, around 400 Billion.

This is interesting, it has become illegal to do private tutoring in China….

Another property developer plunged 87% in share price….Sinic

100 billion wiped off gaming companies and China regulated gaming to 3 hours per week (which John & yourself advised a few weeks back)….the meltdown continues….but knowing the Chinese, this would not be unplanned….

The picture keeps getting wider, the Chinese Commie Party will take over these mega billion dollar companies….

Just adding up the above numbers and it is 1.28 TRILLION!!!

The 52 Trillion was in early 2020, so the value would be higher now. But if only 10% is wiped off the China property market that is 5.2 Trillion lost in wealth, THAT WILL have ripple effects around the world. This will (I think) cause a banking crisis in China (and spread) as a lot of this debt is in USD, so the Chinese will print more Yuan, which will devalue the Yuan, so they print more Yuan…

CAF Notes & Links:

So far it looks to me like they have the baseline growth to digest this. Moving away from markets to technocracy, same as west. Chance of meltdown? Yes, but could go either way. Have no idea how to estimate odds because it is entirely political. Not a market phenomenon.
I find China equity market very unattractive because of political tensions, historical level of corruption and dangers in the clean up period/move to technocracy. Watch China Hustle documentary

Talking about hedged equity on equity overview.

Comment:

Dear Catherine -

While this example is specific to a unique situation, I believe that a portion of your listenership may be facing a somewhat similar situation.

My example here is for facilitating residence changes for couples in transition having dual addresses in different States.

For example one spouse has retired and taken a leased apartment for the purpose of locating permanent property & being closer to immediate family.
The other spouse is working is working in the previous home State in the house with joint ownership. This spouse plans to also retire to join the partner in a year or two while making irregular visits.

There certainly seems to be a lot to consider - mail, vehicles, voting, insurance & taxation to name a few.
I believe that you personally have lots of experience with lots of residence changes, so perhaps you may provide a resource for further assistance.

Thank you so much for all you do - we miss you here - stay safe!

J.S.

CAF Notes & Links:

Never did it when I was married.
Fully disclosed to bankers, insurance agents, CPAs
Farm bureau membership and insurance/solid broker
Good CPA
Keep residence and voting in one state as possible- phone number BUT if you know you are going to consolidate into the new state, best to create and set up relationships now

Good question - check AEI
International Living for
RV magazines
Kiplingers
Question:
Hi Catherine,
Why would a credit card offer 3 percent back on grocery purchases? Are they getting granular data on one’s grocery purchases and then sell that data?

CAF Notes & Links:
Likely - control of grocery data right now is worth a lot.

Question:
Hi Catherine,
Pardon my naïveté but may I ask what you see happening within the Insurance sector given the going direct reset and leaning toward CBDCs?

One hedge against the banks I use is an overfunded whole life insurance policy with paid up additions rider. I use this for “loans” to myself or my business without affecting my credit report and it doesn’t impact the compounding interest on my cash value (unlike say a 401k loan would totally screw up the investment return curve on the account).

Still I wonder what disruptions would occur in the Insurance game if these nefarious central bankers are allowed to get what they desperately want with centralized currency. Old insurance companies (100 years or older) tend to be expert risk managers and stable but this type of risk to the entire system might catch them blindsided?

Cheers from Detroit & thank you for your thoughts🙏

-C
CAF Notes & Links:
Good question. Answer is I don’t know. Again comes back to the plans.
Insurance companies - drained by interest rates
Health care insurance - profitability protected by politics of pandemic
Life insurance - could get hit. if significant drop in life expectancy - expect them to be subsidized.
Question:
Hello Catherine,
i subscribed in the end of july and i needed to cancel last month, so the subscription is ending tomorrow. i absolutely didn't wanted to cancel, but i gonna cancel my bank account in the end of the month, because i would like to go fully cash. when i saw than the cash and coin option i was super happy about the timing. i would do it immediately, but i don't find the right option on the website here and i also live in spain, so i'm not quite sure how i will be able to do it in the end. i also got the email about the cash and coin option, but still couldn't figure out how to do it? maybe you could help.

i'm deeply grateful for all your work and for all this amazing website.
Warm Regards, T

CAF Notes & Links:

Kudos for you.

Good question. Are going to set up to take Euros in cash through Solari Europa. Got a money order option?

Solari Europa - Noord 2, 8715 HR, Stavoren, Netherlands

Question:
Does the mess of China's Evergrande have impact on us here in the states?

Thanks

A

CAF Notes & Links:

Yes. Question is little or big? Shift to developed markets from both China and US

Comment:
Here’s a news report on a money transfer scam involving Bank of America and their Zelle money transfer service, and almost anyone, in my opinion, could fall for this kind of scam if they’re not aware of the exact technique utilized to perpetrate it in advance: https://abc7news.com/amp/7-on-your-side-7oys-michael-finney-bank-of-america/11035492/

CAF Notes & Links:
Question:
Does anyone know if this is iminent and people should perhaps not have money in the bank right now? Cash on hand?
We’re three months out from the Cyber Polygon this past July. I’m guessing any day now? I’m looking for credible insight, as much as possible, versus mere speculation.

CAF Notes & Links:

October is the sill season - Rutting - new federal budget

Question:
I just came across this, anyone care to translate / share thoughts?
Redwood Trust Announces Pricing Of The Market’s First Non-Agency Residential Mortgage-Backed Securitization Leveraging Blockchain-Based Technology

CAF Notes & Links:

Turns out Massive collateral fraud is not the worst thing that could happen
CHECK OUT BANK OF ENGLAND STORY on M&M

Covid-19

Comment:
Dear Catherine,

This is more of a Tell Catherine than an Ask Catherine but I wasn't sure how to contact you to share some intelligence (and it's clear subscribers do as you mention it).
Signal of adverse reactions associated with the vaxxines much clearer in Australia

As Australia has not seen widespread COVID - unlike the USA, Europe etc - the adverse reaction signal associated with vaxxines is much, MUCH clearer. Only NSW and Victoria have a degree of spread (both states under extended lockdowns as you know), with cases now starting to fall and restrictions starting to ease (at least in NSW) - more so for the vaxxinated than the unvaxxinated. As an example, the Local Government Area I live in - Blue Mountains LGA (at the Western edge of metropolitan Sydney) - only has 91 actives cases (from just under 31,000 tests) from a population of about 77,000 people.

Official channels for reporting of adverse reactions vs unofficial channels

We have an official channel for the reporting of adverse reactions associated with the vaxxines but not a huge amount is coming through. Healthcare professionals are under the pump at the best of times, and submitting a notification of an adverse event is time-consuming. Aside from time-constraints, many/ most healthcare professionals (doctors/ nurses) have an emotional blind spot related to harms of vaxxines - to my mind at least.

However, there is a new Telegram channel (set up on 22 September) - Nurses Speak Out, Australia (https://t.me/NursesSpeakOut) - which is giving concerned nurses a platform to detail what they are seeing (in terms of possible/ likely adverse reactions). Nurses working on the acute COVID Wards - which are busy with sick COVID patients - won't likely be posting; they are extremely busy, likely have been vaxxinated but if not will not be able to work from October 1 (due to vaxxine mandates) - and so this cohort is likely to get a hell of a lot busier. If you have time please join the channel and read the posts (noting that all posts are vette). I have cut and paste the first pinned post at the end of this email.

On top of that - as you are likely aware - IVM and HCQ are now NOT available to the general population meaning we don't have access to these drugs through regular medical channels for early ambulatory treatment of COVID. I fortunately accessed IVM before they shut down 'off-label' prescribing on September 10 but it appears I don't tolerate it (likely related to my EHS which is looking to be driven by ion channel mutations - which likely were not pathological under digital hit).

Thank you for all you do. See pinned post from Nurses Speak Out below

XXXX(friend of Jason Bawden-Smiths - Jason Smith)

This is an Anonymous whistleblowing channel for Nurses & Healthcare workers in Australia. We will share verified experiences from frontline workers who see firsthand the damage caused by COVID-19 vaccinations.
These submissions will be vetted with official registration where applicable. See AHPRA Practitioner List for Public Search (https://www.ahpra.gov.au/registration/Registers-of-Practitioners.aspx). High levels of discernment are used in the vetting process.

Some details may be omitted, your identity will be protected. This is a collective movement with a large admin team.


This channel is dedicated to all frontline workers around the world. This is Australia. This is for you. 🌱

#holdtheline #everyday

Blow the whistle with us: nursespeakout@pm.me

find us: t.me/NursesSpeakOut

CAF Notes & Links:

Have signed up for the Telegram channels - awesome.

Comment:

Subject: Hero nominee
Dear Catherine:
Just want to make sure that you saw this personal account of life under the C@vid Pass in Lithuania. The author asks for help from outsiders to call attention to the "craziness" of these new rules by expressing horror and outrage at this oppression. What a remarkable and brave individual!
Thanks to Mark Skidmore for sharing this post.
L M

CAF Notes & Links:

This is a good one. We posted as soon as it came out.
You or John may want to look at renaissance bioscience. Executive director, Maurice Boucher is the father of Elon’s girlfriend. They are developing an RNAi (interference) and a silencing RNA application for a yeast that can be sprayed on and put into food and drinks. These siRNA and RNAi can target mitochondria and energy production. This is not my field of work but it seems very dangerous, combined with the mission statement.


Kerry company plans to use these applications from Renaissance in Alcohol, food, deserts, pharmaceuticals, nutritional supplements, condiments, dairy products, sweeteners (with no regulation https://sweegen.com/leveraging-local/european-solutions/?utm_source=Web&utm_medium=Banner&utm_campaign=RebM&utm_id=FIF)


also
In the Boston area we have had not stop chemical spraying of our air including cloud seeding. All of our trees are dying as well as our insects and wildlife. Also many of our telephone poles about to fall over that will cause a huge problem with power lines attached to them.

https://www.science.org/content/article/biden-picks-scientist-dumped-trump-s-epa-lead-agency-s-research-office

fun stuff

take care, you both are amazing!

K

CAF Notes & Links:

The poisoning from the spraying has been very serious What you are describing is terrifying. Will circulate

Dr. Gwen Scott & Grace

Comment:
COVID-19 - The Spartacus Letter.pdf | DocDroid

CAF Notes & Links:

Comparison to Long Affadavit
Comment:
A German put together a COVID network, with over 7200 connections of the many players:


CAF Notes & Links:

Good one. Have recieved many times and posted. In one sense, nothing new, in the other sense, documents for people who have a hard time believing it.

Milken Institute panel - stunning

Comment:
This is for Catherine and John... Don't know if you saw this... But this is good info to pass on... right out of NIH updated July 8, 2021... Treatments that are approved or under evaluation for the treatment of Covid-19... The first drug is Remdesivir which is killing people, and guess what the 2nd is... yep... Ivermectin with very little side effects... Yet NIH has been pushing Remdesivir since March, 2020... And we are being told not to take Ivermectin because it is 'horsepaste'... No one can make this up... If we know is in the hospital, it is vital to reject Remdesivir... Print this document and demand Ivermectin... We must stay away from ventilators...
https://www.covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/tables/table-2e/

Thanks,
B M

P.S. Wayback Machine does not have this document on a snapshot before August 6th. Even if it was updated on July 8th; it did not appear on NIH site until August 6th... Quite bizarre...

CAF Notes & Links:

Yes...
Comment:
Trump asked for this Dr’s advice

He has cured 7000 patients

This video is AMAZING. do not fear

https://zstacklife.com/

CAF Notes & Links:

Yes, Zolenko was recently hero of the week on the Solari Report - Several of his videos are in top videos for the 3rd Qarter Wrap up

Comment:

Below includes interviews and his open letter to the Police Commissioner —

Australia: Former Senior Constable NSW Police Force (12 Years) - Alexander Cooney Speaks Out Re Illegal and Unlawful Actions by Police During C-19

"Know this, by enforcing these rules upon the population, you are removing your own freedoms. Without police enforcement these agendas are crippled."

Australia: Former Lawyer (15 years) Serene Teffaha - Speaks with Alexander Cooney Re Mandated Medical Interventions (Injections) on Police


Australia: Alexander Clooney Speaks - Steps You can Take
2021: https://advocateme.wixsite.com/copsforcovidtruth

"As a partner, father, and compassionate member of our community, I cannot turn a blind eye to the reprehensible behavior of the government and its unbalanced, inconsistent, top-down and out-of-touch response to covid-19, and especially the way
they have exploited our police force to impose their oppressive and haphazard orders upon the men, women and children of this country.

When I voiced my concerns eleven months ago, my desire was to start an important conversation about many critical issues, that were based in reality, backed by true science, questions of law, morality and ethics. It was bitterly disappointing and perhaps deeply revealing, that all points raised were ignored, apart from mandating the vaccines within the force. At the time, the position of the police force was that vaccination would not be made mandatory. Sadly, we can see today that this promise, like the public trust, has been broken.

Many comrades in the force are also concerned. An overwhelming number of you have reached out to me. I cannot get to all of you individually, so I am making this statement.

The NSW Police Commissioner has been provided with all the facts and is aware of the questions around unlawful use of the police in enforcing restrictions. He has so far chosen not to respond to this information.”

Open Letter To Michael Fuller Police Commissioner of NSW from S/C Alexander Clooney Re Police Enforcement of ongoing C-19 restrictions
26/10/20: https://12224e9c-a5fa-4daf-962b-f9379e0c0efa.filesusr.com/ugd/e12357_2548d50a7bb541acaa2c0705f46f6759.pdf
Alex Cooney, formerly NSW Police Force rises concerns about how the police force were being used during the State of Emergency powers and questioning the proportionality of the response to the threat of C-19. In it he challenged the current mainstream narrative, using well-researched references and called for an investigation. In response, the NSW Police placed Alex on leave with a gag order, subject to the outcome of an investigation. Almost a year later, after serving as an officer for more than 12 years, Alex has resigned from the police force that he loved, due to legal, moral and ethical concerns about how the police are being directed and utilised during the C-19 pandemic. This has allowed Alex to speak publicly for the first time.

Open Letter To Michael Fuller Police Commissioner of NSW from S/C Kevin Dawson Re use of Police in the Discriminatory Targeting of Certain Groups During the “Pandemic”
29/11/20: https://12224e9c-a5fa-4daf-962b-f9379e0c0efa.filesusr.com/ugd/e12357_d50d93c3b9bf4eb0ab703b96f5f5d5efe.pdf
Kevin Dawson, NSW Police Force Public Order & Riot Squad raises concerns about bureaucratic influence in the force, the enforcing of "arbitrary rules" that are "often confusing...often infringing upon basic human rights...causing harm ....

CAF Notes & Links:

Very brave man - we have him for the Solari Hero stack
Comment:

OMG! The Spanish 'flu' of 2018 ... was a test of a new vaccine used on US soldiers.

It was not from Spain.
And it was not a flu.
The people who died were the recently vaccinated ... with a new vaccine.

Excerpt:
Autopsies after the war proved that the 1918 flu was NOT a “FLU” at all. It was caused by random dosages of an experimental 'bacterial meningitis vaccine', which to this day, mimics flu-like symptoms. The massive, multiple assaults with additional vaccines on the unprepared immune systems of soldiers and civilians created a “killing field”. Those that were not vaccinated were not affected. .... The fledgling pharmaceutical industry, sponsored by the ‘Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research’, had something they never had before – a large supply of human test subjects. Supplied by the U.S. military’s first draft, the test pool of subjects ballooned to over 6 million men.

https://salmartingano.com/2020/05/the-1918-spanish-flu-only-the-vaccinated-died/

In the book, Vaccination Condemned, by Eleanor McBean, PhD, N.D. ... another book by Eleanor McBean: “Vaccination…The Silent Killer”. McBean provides evidence that not only were the historical events of the 1918 "Spanish Flu" compromised, but also those of the Polio and Swine Flu epidemics.

Rat Bastards!
D

Checkout posts 100 hours of videos https://covid19alternativeperspectives.wordpress.com/

Even a dog knows the difference between being tripped over and being kicked.
Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. (Supreme Court of the United States)

"The wise man does at once what the fool does finally." ~Niccolo Machiavelli

CAF Notes & Links:

Read invisible rainbow and Virus mania> Combination of EMF radiation and vaccinations
**Comment in Bolivar**

**Comment:**
The discussion is in Spanish but the text is in English. They give a great explanation of how and why the graphene oxide in the injection navigates to the heart because of its conductivity. Very scary stuff.


**CAF Notes & Links:**

One credible research says found Graphene Oxide, not yet documented.

Until we have more data on mysterious ingredients, don’t trust any of the stuff being pumped about mysterious ingredients and graphene oxide. And if you look at what we know for sure, it is a Holocaust.

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

I work for the provincial government with Alberta Health Services.

They’ve recently called for all staff to be vaccinated by October 31st .. see attached policy.

There is a lot of pushback on this.. but don’t know if it will amount to much L

They are saying that if you are non-compliant than you will be placed on UNPAID LEAVE until you’ve received proof of both doses.

I will be sending them Notice of Liability – would I send it to my Manager/Director or to the top of CEO of AHS?
Also, we have a union called AUPE but they've folded and sided with my employer.. which is totally disgusting as I've paid union dues for 15 years and they are supposed to be here for the staff... what should I send them?

The government is also doing vaccine passports now in order to enter any stores, gyms etc...

Thanks,
LM

**CAF Notes & Links:**

If it were me, I would send to both as well as the head and members of the board of the union.

For US - see Rappoports latest

**NO BASIS IN LAW**
No DOL or OSHA written rule or order
Vaccines being given are under EUA
Pretending to have a basis in law but know they do not
Religious exemption - Pfizer vaccine

Blatent lawlessness - trying to implement by bullying companies. Criminal syndicate

---

**Comment:**

Hello Everyone!
As far as I could see, this had not been posted here, yet.
German doctors and scientists on vaccine contents and vaccine related deaths: [https://pathologie-konferenz.de/en/](https://pathologie-konferenz.de/en/)
All the Best!
R

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Question:
Visiting a conference in Seattle? Been in close contact with someone who tested positive? Will you be allowed to leave?
Washington State quarantine facility hiring staff for next 12 months
The state Isolation and Quarantine facility was created for individuals who are not Washington residents but are traveling in our state and test positive for COVID-19 or who have been exposed to someone who tests positive and do not have a residence or other location in which to spend their 10-14 day isolation or quarantine period. This recruitment will be used to fill three (3) non-permanent full-time Program Specialist 2 positions located within the Division of Emergency Preparedness & Response. These Program Specialist 2 positions are anticipated to last twelve (12) months from date of hire.

CAF Notes & Links:
Part of terror campaign. Assume with cellular technology or cycle control on tests, they can engineer anyone testing positive

Feedback

Question:
Hi Catherine,
Just listening to the portion of your your interview with Rocco Galati and Ted Kuntz regarding cell phone addiction. Similar to the Cash Fridays why don't you start a Technology Fast day? I instituted this practice about 6 months or so ago on Sundays and was surprised at the physical withdrawal symptoms I experienced ...particularly the first few weeks I did it. It has become progressively easier to do over time and actually on Mondays I dread get back on the treadmill though believe that it has also made me more aware of focusing on what is most important to me. I do leave my cell phone on
so that my kids or grandchildren can reach me in the case of any emergency but strictly restrict use of it. I think I'll likely expand my withdrawal of use over time and love the energy of the day without it.
Keep up all your amazing work!
KM

CAF Notes & Links:

GREAT IDEA….everyone would have to do their own day

Comment:
I have stopped using credit cards and buying online. My credit cards kept getting "hacked" money stolen. This year has been the worst year ever. In previous years the bank would help me figure out which charges came from another state or city. Now they tell me - good luck. My paypal got hacked for $800 dollars, that I could prove. My Chase bank account got hacked a number of times for thousands of dollars. My Amazon-Chase card got hacked for hundreds of dollars that I could discover - prove. So, I closed my Chase Bank account and all my credit cards - to save money. The great deals buying online actually were not great deals if I added in what was being stolen from me. Also they started charging sales tax for out of state purchases and some sites charge for shipping. There is no longer an advantage to shopping online. So I quit and went back to 100% cash.

CAF Notes & Links:

GOOD FOR YOU! I thought we had a lot of problems. Will think about how I can do less on line - still heavily dependent, although try to stay away from large companies. Supplements and health care is a big one.

Comment:
Hi Catherine,
I was hoping you could pass this along to Thomas Meyer. I have really enjoyed your talks on Rudolf Steiner and I am going to start working on investigating the Academy.

Mark Vernon I feel has taken so many of the core ideas of Steiner into our time. He has some great content on his site below and I believe his ideas of Consciousness and Christianity really fit with Steiner and I think in general people who feel and think. Below is a one min clip on Steiner and his website.

Steiner and Owen Barfield
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dobsf2DKTfg&t=1s

Here is website has so much lovely content!
Thank you

C

CAF Notes & Links:

Thanks. Will check out.

Comment:
Hi Catherine - Good Afternoon. Thank you for all information and content. I am a new subscriber and trying to get a handle on the information. One of your articles talked about the difference in this crisis vs the 2008 one and I was trying to get a better handle on that. Do you ever do phone consultations?

Thanks very much,
M

CAF Notes & Links:

Cancelled IA for individuals in 2018 - too much regulation and compliance for it to be economic - in addition much harder to generate value - collapse in yield and lawlessness. Converted to a screen

Continued to do consultations not involving securities and then had to stop last year - still handle handful of long standing retainer clients. Solari Report and Solari Advisor screen command 100+% of time.

Comment:
Hello Catherine,
just watched your segment with Kuntz on VCC and was pleased to hear you're thinking of starting a university.
If and when you get down that path, would you please drop me a note (I am on Solari connect).  
Keep up the excellent work.  
Regards  
G  

CAF Notes & Links:

See jason.solari.com - click on Jason 3021. Hope to begin next year. Have asked someone to write a Special Report on what makes a great university and have retained someone to do a series on Libraries - both as preludes.

Question:

Hi Catherine,  

I hope this email finds you doing well these days!  

We are reading in the news that Denmark, Sweden and Norway have by and large dropped Covid restrictions and have downgraded reporting of it as if it is the flu. Is this true? Do you think it will be temporary? Do you know any details about this? Is it a trick of some kind, or is there more to it than is being reported? How can this be happening while so many other countries are going full steam ahead?  

Thank you so much!  

All the best,  
J  

CAF Notes & Links:

It is true.  

Looks to me like general tactical retreat as the adverse events and deaths as well as vaccine passports leading to serious pushback.  

So what will the next wave be?
New Virus? Marburg - more dangerous virus and vaccine.
Climate emergency and natural disaster
Supply Chain hiccups
Financial market dump
Combination of all

Comment:

Hi Catherine,
I listen to your discussions with John via Bluetooth earphones and even at the highest level, I can barely hear the discussion. This has started recently. I listen to other podcasts and don't have the issue.
Can you have the techies look into a boost?
Kind Regards
J

CAF Notes & Links:

The one right before you posted this had an audio problem that was fixed. Should be ok. Let me know if that is not the case

Comment:

Hi Catherine,

As a Massachusetts resident, I recently took the time to inform Elizabeth Warren about disinformation. I thought the letter might be a good template for others if they feel the same (aka don't watch TV), or just good for a chuckle thinking about her staff reading it.

Dear Senator Warren,

I have proudly supported you multiple times in the past as someone who put forward some very important ideas such as the forcing the federal reserve to pay for student loans at a zero or near zero interest rate. I urge you to revisit that idea in light of the incredible wealth transfer that occurred in 2020.
Recently, you authored a letter to Amazon in regards to Dr. Mercola’s best selling book. You have called his book disinformation and have essentially advocated for censorship, truly one of the most anti-Democratic ideals possible. You have also mentioned a "pandemic of the unvaccinated", which is the height of disinformation. Considering your
hard working staff was too busy performing searches on Amazon to check the official Massachusetts CDC data, I will take the opportunity to inform you and your staff. As of today 9/25, the MA CDC tells us that 212 out of 617 people currently hospitalized in our state are "fully vaccinated". That is 34.4%. Unfortunately, that number is almost certainly too low as the CDC counts anyone who was fully vaccinated less than 14 days prior to admission to be "unvaccinated". This has the scientifically ludicrous effect of counting vaccine side effects as covid cases.

Now, you are advocating to give HHS the power to impose eviction moratoriums. This is insanity and I am sure the federal reserve and their Blackrock friends are very happy with you. I will never support you again unless and until you admit these policies were the result of illegal coercion (or just your mistake) and denounce them. Humanity is at stake and you are on the wrong side. If you are unable to act independently due to this pressure, please do the only honourable thing left, resign and tell the people why.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Good for you!**

The profits of the Harvard Endowment made Warren a multimillionare. What else do you need to know? Not one word about $21 Trillion missing from US government, FASAB 56 or the death and destruction of the injection fraud….not to mention all the other aspects of the great poisoning.

**Question:**

Any chance Xi isn’t controlled by Mr Global?

The lesson of China Evergrande isn’t that Chinese stocks have suddenly gotten risky. It’s that they always have been—and might get even riskier, says @jasonzweigwsj


**CAF Notes & Links:**

See China Hustle documentary

**Comment:**

Dear Catherine
This picture you have on your website (with view Grossmünster, Zürich) is from the perspective of my favourite Café in Zürich. I'm not a believer in coincidences. You're a wonderful soul.

https://food4thesoul.solari.com/videos/

Thank you for your work and gifts.

Respectfully
m

CAF Notes & Links:

Very nice but is a coincidence - chosen by a team member - I love Zurich and love cafes in Zurich which my team does know.

Question:

Hi Catherine -
Regarding your inquiries into more details about Kristi Noem, I'm sending this article along as I think it is informative and pretty much on the mark from other things I have heard about her. https://www.nationalreview.com/2021/09/who-is-kristi-noem-really/
I want so much to like her, but my faith in any politician these days....well you know. :( Please share with Solari subscribers, if you are able to get some perspective. (One other detail that has bothered me since I first saw it, and I would be very curious to get your take, is the picture on her Governor's webpage bottom right.)
https://governor.sd.gov/
Especially in light of the recent expose of Denny Sanford and child pornography, this picture seems very weird. Especially the bananas?! I almost hate to ask, but in your opinion could it be a signal of some kind?) Sadly. that's the 1st thing that occurred to me.

Here in southwest SD - it's gradually turning into a lovely fall. Wildlife is ever present, abundant, and fascinating :). Lots of elbow room and peace and quiet. The living is easy!
Keep the faith and many thanks for your tireless efforts. Solari is simply marvelous.
A G.

CAF Notes & Links:
**Question:**
Loved the interview. It was actually encouraging. 
Is there any way you can point us in the direction of reliable “New Media”? 
I’m so discouraged as an RN is CA for 30 years. 
AND my children and grandchildren that live here. 
People have gone crazy. Their though process is twisted. It’s overwhelming. I’m tired of always feeling lied to, not knowing who to trust. 
Why is truth so hard to come by? 
Thank you for your work.

T

Your response: 
Suggest you get on to Connect.solari.com and start finding your tribe. Others like you in California, although much better jurisdictions in US.

Great new media in US and English, try....

Corey Lynn at Corey Digs

James Corbett of the Corbett Report

Whitney Webb and Taylor Hudak at the Last American Vagabond

Check out all the guests on the Solari Report

Jerry Day

Patrick Woods

Mercola

Defender at Childrens Health Defense

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Check out list under Take Action and Inspiration in 3rd Quarter Wrap UP

**Question:**
Dear Catherine,
I’m writing today from the conflicted space of excitement and deep concern.

The excitement stems from possibly finding an answer to a question that I’ve held internally since the v program began. The deep concern is because of how the discovery was made.

For the past 2 decades I have worked with ways of assisting others to find ways of balancing their physical, mental, emotional and spiritual fields of their personal energy system… primarily through combinations of meditation, sacred geometry and aspects of Chinese medicine. In this work I have found “diagnostic” methods that assist in reading these fields. One of the first and most powerful methods is by reading the balance in the eyes of another. The origin of the quotation of “the eyes are the window to the soul” is not actually known but I suspect it will have come through one of the mystery schools that has always held the deeper knowledge of life.

Seeing the eyes of another in person is always the best method but photographs and video are also very revealing. In looking for what kind of balance there will be between the eyes much is revealed. For me it’s not just a look into the ‘light’ in the eyes, for I find that to be a measurement of intelligence… I am looking for the ‘life’ in the eyes as well, for I find that to be a measurement of empathy and compassion.

Very often there will be a major difference between the left and right eye. When you look into he eye on the left side of their body you are looking into the window of their right brain and all that this represents and vice versa. The right brain is the connection to our feminine, feeling, emotional side. The left brain/right eye is the connection to the masculine, logical side. As in all things this is just the beginning of the journey in understanding balance. I am assuming you understand all or most of this already. My excitement stems for seeing photographs this morning of 2 people I know very well where it is obvious to me that there has been a great change in their balance in recent months. The deep concern is that they have both been double-v’d and what I’m seeing is that the ‘life’ in their left eye is seriously diminished. The 2 people are GOOD FRIENDS who live in the USA.

We are in 2 different countries. I am not v’d and live where that now affects my ability to travel (Canada).DELETE

I am very aware of Steiner’s quote from a century ago about v’s…
https://spiritualityisreality108.wordpress.com/2020/07/17/rudolph-steiner-on-spirituality/

The diminishment of the life force in the left eye that I see is indicating that the connection to the spiritual qualities of empathy and compassion have been affected. The balance between the masculine and feminine have been altered drastically. When
the connection to the feminine/feeling side of life is diminished or severed it means that
the voice of the soul has no grounded place to be heard.

If this is true I believe that we are looking at the mark of the beast and it is indeed
tattooed on the forehead (just below the eyebrows) in the eyes. The good news is that
we may now have a way to recognize this. I hesitate to release this information because this could also be the bad
news and become just another way of pointing fingers at others (if not even worse
things being pointed out of fear!).

I have a great respect for your mind Catherine and an even greater respect for your
heart. For this reason I am asking if you would be willing to look into what I am saying
and if you find truth in it perhaps you could enlist the further study by people you trust.
In this way we can come together to bring about
a degree of change in a more powerful way.

For now, I wish to retain my anonymity.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

VERY IMPORTANT TO SHARE THESE EXPERIENCES - important
information can emerge from what we learn - link a jigsaw puzzle.
Appreciate your sharing.

**Question:**

Hello Catherine,

I came across you for the first time 6 months ago and I thought what you were
describing sounded, frankly speaking, crazy.

As the World has unfolded, I see you are a good, honest, and highly informed soul with
good intentions. I thank you for your contribution and pray your efforts to bear fruit. God,
what an uphill battle we face as humanity faces its darkest hour since the great plagues,
only by his time from Mr. Global.

May I request you state in your talks how important it is for the people to unify and stop
taking sides, we are all victims of this coup d'etat whether we realize it or not.
Enlightenment is an evolving process, just for some the veil lifts sooner than for others.

I have faith that good will triumph over evil, and as I heard you say in a recent report -
we have nothing to lose, and ill die trying to envoke a people's reset.
Thank you. God bless you. Keep up your incredible work and may the force be with you, and with us all!

A

UK citizen - Living in The Netherlands

CAF Notes & Links:

Excellent advice Check out the Poster series at Missingmoney.solari.com - that was the goal - reverse the divide and conquer

Prayer - divine intervention

Comment:
Hi Catherine -
Thank you for your tireless work over the years. I am not sure if this is the best place to send a pushback story, but I hope this puts a smile on your and John’s faces. This is what pushback looks like in our home county in North Idaho, and I’m very proud to say our sheriff is Daryl Wheeler.


Thanks again-
BH

CAF Notes & Links:

FABULOUS SHERIFF> What a difference a great sheriff makes

Question:
Dear Catherine
I particularly enjoyed your interview with James Delingpole for the several personal aspects you both discussed. I was happy to discover from James Psalm 91 which sent
a chill down my spine and to hear your thoughts about the immortal soul in a way I had not heard such things discussed before. It was so uplifting you cannot imagine. Although you say that it is hard to imagine what technology has been developed over the past 50 years may I ask you to let your imagination run free and share your ideas as to what possible new things and technologies might have been invented (and kept secret) over the intervening years, both good and terrifying?

CAF Notes & Links:

Weather manipulation
Natural disasters - tsunamis, earthquakes, typhoons, - increased and steered
Lasers, Fires
Electromagnetic weapons - car accidents, heart attacks, steering mind control
Time Travel? We have or future generations have it and are coming back.

Question:
Who’s setting CA fires? Climate activists –
https://t.co/8hVIOJYJCI
https://t.co/JA1nLtlocN

CAF Notes & Links:

I am a skeptic unless mind control and cover story.

Question:
This, perhaps, is a quite simplistic assessment, but could the Australian cop beat downs of citizens over no mask possibly be theatrics to discourage others from passively resisting? Unfortunately, I have learned many folks will do anything if they are paid to do so.
Question:

Wife’s job will be terminated soon due to refusal to take injection. Mine on the rocks. We live in a NE purple-ish state. If it all burns down real soon and we need to start over, we might as well do so in a resilient jurisdiction. I like what I hear about Tennessee from Catherine et al.

How can I find out a list of TN counties with Constitutional Sheriffs? I am willing to pay for this info.

I would love any and all recommendations otherwise regarding jurisdictions, areas, counties, etc. Long term goal would be to build a homestead to grow and trade food, homeschool our two children and become part of a resilient community.

I am a mechanical engineer with depth in industrial machine design. There be opportunity in Cookeville (ATC) and elsewhere.

Thank you,

D

CAF Notes & Links:

Only one I am current on is Lewis County. Check out Sheriff Mack’s group and see who is in from TN.
Dear Catherine,

Recently, my only non-jabbed in-person friend got jabbed. Consequently, I am feeling a little alone. I would like to join a Solari Circle. I know that I need to ask to be invited, but I don’t know what comes after that.

I live in Media Borough, Pennsylvania. I know that you grew up in West Philadelphia and that you bank in Malvern. You probably already know where Media is, but in case you don’t, it is located about eleven and a half miles southeast of Malvern.

I am interested primarily in two things, first, help in coping with the unusual but not unprecedented public health situation, and second, help with the coming clean process. I don’t know how much I can give in return. At present I am moving from disabled to working poor. On the plus side, I am intelligent, hardworking, and extraordinarily perseverant.
Please let me know how to proceed with applying to join a Solari Circle. Thank you. Best, M M

CAF Notes & Links:

Get on Solari Connect. May have to start one….if you do, encourage Siu Ling to email re goups

CAF Notes & Link

Recommended Links

Comment:
Gilgamesh caution with Blessings

CAF Notes & Links:
Comment:

If Canadian public health was honest

Same recommendation

Hello Catherine.

Here is a hilarious (if you like Canadian humour) pre-election presentation on Canada’s response to the plandemic.
You and John Titus might be able to use it or parts of it.

The content is hard hitting and accurate. You both would agree with it. It also gets funnier each time you watch it. :-)

https://youtu.be/h6PobXQ-af8

Cheers.

B

 stil trying to figure out how to get you to Spain some time. LOL)

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Comment:**

US Senator Rand Paul in top form, challenging Secretary Becerra (who is a lawyer, and not a medical doctor, also does not have a science degree) (Sept 30, 2021)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI_Dm3pj3dQ

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Rare tongue lashing, well deserved.

**Comment:**

Subject: Australia Premier!!!!!

https://twitter.com/LozzaFox/status/1444011249524740134?s=20

**CAF Notes & Links:**

May be photoshopped. Be careful.
Comment:
Strong push-back in South Africa.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/6m4ttykWpWQY/

CAF Notes & Links:

Yes good one. Also posed equivalent of head of Supreme `Court describing as Mark of the Beast, zulu protests

Comment:

Book Recommendation: The Benedict Option, by Rod Dreher

Rod Dreher argues that the way forward is actually the way back—all the way to St. Benedict of Nursia. This sixth-century monk, horrified by the moral chaos following Rome’s fall, retreated to the forest and created a new way of life for Christians. He built enduring communities based on principles of order, hospitality, stability, and prayer. His spiritual centers of hope were strongholds of light throughout the Dark Ages, and saved not just Christianity but Western civilization.

CAF Notes & Links:

Have ordered. Looks very promising.

Comment:


CAF Notes & Links:

Sceptic relative to Long
Comment:
If you are thinking at all to learn Dutch and take the inburgering exam this may be important:

My daughter who was born in the US is also a Dutch citizen. She went to https://www.reginacoeli.nl for 14 days (it is known as the nuns language institute; interesting history). It helped. But she does not have feeling for language, just like her grandmother who could not learn English.

Thank you for all you do.
Y
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Thank you very much Great tip. As soon as I finish Taxation article, Learning Dutch goes to top of the list. Need to sign up this year, clearly.

Comment:
Hi Catherine,
A suggestion for next Hero of the Week -- this very brave ex-police officer in New South Wales, Alex Cooney, now speaking out publicly to his police colleagues https://vimeo.com/612584943
I regularly work in groups with his partner. She's been updating us on how he's doing and the amount of emails and support coming in to him. It's having a real impact.
Love
C
Sunshine Coast, Aus
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Absolutely - on list.

Comment:
presentation available also on his website
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Yes very good sense on how bad it is. posted last week.

Check out NTS

Comment:

the technology is here
https://ugetube.com/watch/vaccine-dna-mind-control-technology_zEqO8cGjwytZ6D.html
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Yes, this lecture from Dr. Morgan is in our collection of Mind control Links

CHECK OUT ON LINE

Comment:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/MT0EtIsAxb99/

CAF Notes & Links:

Clapton is doing a great job - a good reason why you should ignore your kids if they are brainwashed.

Check out on line
Comment:
Here’s a movie that features testimony after testimony from the people of Israel, telling us the horror of all the death, adverse reactions, and severe bleeding in women that they’ve been experiencing, as a direct result of getting the Covid vaccines: https://rumble.com/vmpbh3-38132823.html

CAF Notes & Links:
1st story in Money & Markets this week.

Comment:
https://swisscows.com/video/watch?query=wizard%20of%20oz%20the%20witch%20is%20dead&id=1CEADFC4BB6861C174371CEADFC4BB6861C17437
Follow the money and force the rest of them to resign….
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Old scandal, not current one

Comment:

![How to Escape from a Sick Society](image)
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Looks good. Will post

Comment:
I had not seen this posted here yet. Quite good-can’t find who did it. 
Then this from RFK Jr. https://bit.ly/3oo83cD
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Yup. The Defender doing a great job.

CHECK ON LINE

Comment:
Here are the contents of an email I received from http://www.defendingthererepublic.org today. I haven’t finished (or even barely started) my due diligence on its contents, but if this is true . . . boy howdy do we have a SCANDAL on our hands!
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Many scandals on going - first and foremost a holocaust.

CHECK ON LINE

Comment:
I find it interesting that they will not disclose the client/country:
TEMPE, Ariz., Sept. 16, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — VirTra, Inc. (NASDAQ: VTSI) (“VirTra”), a global provider of training simulators for the law enforcement, military, educational and commercial markets, has received a $1.37 million order from a country
in the Middle East for use-of-force simulators and various training tools, software and accessories. 
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Perhaps mercenaries in Afghanistan?

Take Action

Question:
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Other:

Comment:
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Send in questions:
Support Ticket
Cash + Coin
Cash Friday

Please remember - don’t worry about if there is a conspiracy - if you are not in one you need to start one!